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A History of Far Eastern Art
For Freshman/Senior-level courses covering all Asian Art including China, Japan, SE Asia, and India. This extensively-illustrated,
comprehensive survey history of ALL of Far Eastern art from 5000 B.C. to A.D. 1860 follows a chronological, geographical/cultural,
medium organization throughout.

A Companion to Asian Art and Architecture
John Wiley & Sons A Companion to Asian Art and Architecture presents a collection of 26 original essays from top scholars in the ﬁeld
that explore and critically examine various aspects of Asian art and architectural history. Brings together top international scholars of
Asian art and architecture Represents the current state of the ﬁeld while highlighting the wide range of scholarly approaches to Asian
Art Features work on Korea and Southeast Asia, two regions often overlooked in a ﬁeld that is often deﬁned as India-China-Japan
Explores the inﬂuences on Asian art of global and colonial interactions and of the diasporic communities in the US and UK Showcases
a wide range of topics including imperial commissions, ancient tombs, gardens, monastic spaces, performances, and pilgrimages.
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A History of East Asia
Cambridge University Press The second edition of Charles Holcombe's acclaimed introduction to East Asian history from the dawn of
history to the twenty-ﬁrst century.

Stories of Art
Psychology Press In this intimate history, James Elkins demonstrates that there is - and can never be - only one story of art. He opens
up the questions that traditional art history usually avoids.

Art Market Research
A Guide to Methods and Sources, 2d ed.
McFarland This book is for art market researchers at all levels. A brief overview of the global art market and its major stakeholders
precedes an analysis of the various sales venues (auction, commercial gallery, etc.). Library research skills are reviewed, and
advanced methods are explored in a chapter devoted to basic market research. Because the monetary value of artwork cannot be
established without reference to the aesthetic qualities and art historical signiﬁcance of our subject works, two substantial chapters
detail the processes involved in researching and documenting the ﬁne and decorative arts, respectively, and provide annotated
bibliographies. Methods for assigning values for art objects are explored, and sources of price data, both in print and online, are
identiﬁed and described in detail. In recent years, art historical scholarship increasingly has addressed issues related to the history of
art and its markets: a chapter on resources for the historian of the art market oﬀers a wide range of sources. Finally, provenance and
art law are discussed, with particular reference to their relevance to dealers, collectors, artists and other art market stakeholders.

World Views
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Topics in Non-Western Art
McGraw-Hill Humanities Social This text comprises eleven chapters, each focusing on a discrete area of non-Western or Native
American art. With nearly 180 illustrations (many in full color) and an accessible 8 1/2 x 11 format, students are introduced to
important subjects and artworks outside of the Western tradition.

Symbol, Pattern and Symmetry
The Cultural Signiﬁcance of Structure
Bloomsbury Publishing Symbol, Pattern and Symmetry- The Cultural Signiﬁcance of Structure investigates the cultural signiﬁcance of
pattern and symbol in decorative arts throughout history, demonstrating how connections and comparisons in geometrical pattern can
be made across diﬀerent cultures and how the signiﬁcance of these designs has inﬂuenced craft throughout history. The book features
a vast array of illustrative examples of symbol and pattern from a widespread number of historical and cultural examples, from
Byzantine, Persian and Assyrian design, to case studies from Celtic, Japanese and Chinese patterns. In looking at each culture's
speciﬁc craft style a strong emphasis is placed on showing how the decorative arts are underpinned with a strict geometric structure,
and on explaining how reference to such structures can allow classiﬁcation and comparison of data from diﬀerent cultural or historical
sources. Highly illustrated and with clear, original commentary, the book enables students, practitioners, teachers and researchers to
explore the historical and cultural signiﬁcance of symbol and pattern in craft and design, ultimately displaying how a geometrical
dialogue in design can be established through history and culture.

The Genesis of East Asia, 221 B.C.-A.D. 907
University of Hawaii Press The Genesis of East Asia examines in a comprehensive and novel way the critically formative period when a
culturally coherent geopolitical region identiﬁable as East Asia ﬁrst took shape. By sifting through an impressive array of both primary
material and modern interpretations, Charles Holcombe unravels what East Asia means, and why. He brings to bear archaeological,
textual, and linguistic evidence to elucidate how the region developed through mutual stimulation and consolidation from its highly
plural origins into what we now think of as the nation-states of China, Japan, Korea, and Vietnam. Beginning with the Qin dynasty
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conquest of 221 B.C. which brought large portions of what are now Korea and Vietnam within Chinas frontiers, the book goes on to
examine the period of intense interaction that followed with the many scattered local tribal cultures then under Chinas imperial sway
as well as across its borders. Even the distant Japanese islands could not escape being profoundly transformed by developments on
the mainland. Eventually, under the looming shadow of the Chinese empire, independent native states and civilizations matured for
the ﬁrst time in both Japan and Korea, and one frontier region, later known as Vietnam, moved toward independence. Exhaustively
researched and engagingly written, this study of state formation in East Asia will be required reading for students and scholars of
ancient and medieval East Asian history. It will be invaluable as well to anyone interested in the problems of ethno-nationalism in the
post-Cold War era.

Gardens of a Chinese Emperor
Imperial Creations of the Qianlong Era, 1736-1796
Lehigh University Press Qianlong’s Yuanming Yuan (Garden of Perfect Brightness) was a microcosm of his world, with lush plants,
artiﬁcial mountains and lakes, and colorful buildings. From within these precincts, the emperor ruled his lands, performed imperial
rituals, and observed various religious ceremonies of his people. Destroyed and looted in 1860 by Western forces, it is today only
partially restored. Using images, maps, and color-plates, this book reveals the philosophical, political, and artistic concepts that the
gardens represented.

Encyclopedia of World Trade: From Ancient Times to the
Present
From Ancient Times to the Present
Routledge Written for high school or beginning undergraduate students, this four-volume reference valiantly attempts to provide a
historical framework for the perhaps overly broad concept of world trade. Entry topics were selected on trade organizations, inﬂuential
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people, commodities, events that aﬀected trade, trade routes, navigation, religion, communic

A Dictionary of Japanese Loanwords
Greenwood Publishing Group Deﬁnes and illustrates the usage of hundreds of words borrowed from Japanese and now used in Englishlanguage publications.

Chinese Steles
Pre-Buddhist and Buddhist Use of a Symbolic Form
University of Hawaii Press Buddhist steles represent an important subset of early Chinese Buddhist art that ﬂourished during the
Northern and Southern Dynasties period (386–581). More than two hundred Chinese Buddhist steles are known to have survived. Their
brilliant imagery has long captivated scholars, yet until now the Buddhist stele as a unique art form has received little scholarly
attention. Dorothy Wong rectiﬁes that insuﬃciency by providing in this well-illustrated volume the ﬁrst comprehensive investigation of
this group of Buddhist monuments. She traces the ancient roots of the Chinese stele tradition and investigates the process by which
Chinese steles were adapted for Buddhist use. She arranges the known corpus of Buddhist steles into broad chronological and regional
groupings and analyzes not only their form and content but also the nexus of complex issues surrounding this art form—from cultural
symbolism to the interrelations between religious doctrine and artistic expression, economic production, patronage, and the synthesis
of native and foreign art styles. In her analysis of Buddhism’s dialogue with native traditions, Wong demonstrates how the Chinese
artistic idiom planted the seeds for major achievements in ﬁgural and landscape arts in the ensuing Sui and Tang periods.

The Arts of China, Fifth Edition, Revised and Expanded
Univ of California Press "From the Neolithic to the avant-garde, and through all the brilliant centuries in between, Michael Sullivan's
introduction to Chinese art history is the classic in its ﬁeld, unsurpassed in its clarity, balance, and sure grasp of the subject. Whether
for the classroom student or the casual reader, its remarkable range and elegant style make this book a wonderful way for anyone to
begin learning about Chinese art."—Jerome Silbergeld, Princeton University "I have used Sullivan's Arts of China in my class for thirty
years. No other historian of Chinese art today commands such a wide range of knowledge as Michael Sullivan."—Richard Barnhart,
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Yale University, editor of Three Thousand Years of Chinese Painting "After more than forty years since its ﬁrst publication, Michael
Sullivan's Arts of China, now in its ﬁfth edition, remains the most concise yet most comprehensive introduction to the history of
Chinese art to students and the public."—Wu Hung, Harrie A. Vanderstappen Distinguished Service Professor, University of Chicago
"Michael Sullivan is the acknowledged dean of modern Chinese art studies, and any work bearing his name guarantees both a high
level of quality and a wide readership."—Maxwell K. Hearn, Metropolitan Museum of Art

Dimensions of Originality
Essays on SeventeenthCentury Chinese Art Th eory and
Criticism
The Chinese University of Hong Kong Press This book investigates the issue of conceptual originality in art criticism of the seventeenth
century, a period in which China dynamically reinvented itself. In art criticism, the term which was called upon to indicate conceptual
originality more than any other was "qi", literally, "diﬀerent"; but secondarily, "odd," like a number and by extension, "the novel," and
"extraordinary." This work ﬁnds that originality, expressed through visual diﬀerence, was a paradigmatic concern of both artists and
critics. Burnett speculates on why many have dismissed originality as a possible "traditional Chinese" value, and the ramiﬁcations this
has had on art historical understanding. She further demonstrates that a study of individual key terms can reveal social and cultural
values and provides a linear history of the increase in critical use of "qi" as "originality" from the ﬁfth through the seventeenth
centuries, exploring what originality looks like in artworks by members of the gentry elite and commoner classes, and explains how
the value lost its luster at the end of the seventeenth century.

Labrang Monastery
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A Tibetan Buddhist Community on the Inner Asian
Borderlands, 1709-1958
Lexington Books This book is a social and political history of Labrang Monastery, located in Tibet's Amdo and China's Gansu Province.
It includes a study of the religious heritage of the region and its interactions with surrounding ethnic groups and political powers.

Multicultural Perspectives in Music Education
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Education A pragmatic approach to teaching world music traditions in upper elementary through high school
classes. This updated and expanded edition of MENCs landmark 1989 publication goes much further than its predecessor in providing
materials to assist music teachers in modifying their classes and involving their students in new forms of music making and new
understandings about sounds. Includes illustrations, diagrams, and music examples; extensive, annotated resource lists; and ideas for
integrating multicultural music study with other subjects. Features new subjects, expanded sections, and new lessons added to every
chapter. Adaptable for use in undergraduate college courses. Companion CD available.

Chinese Landscape Painting as Western Art History
Hong Kong University Press This is a provocative essay of reﬂections on traditional mainstream scholarship on Chinese art as done by
towering ﬁgures in the ﬁeld such as James Cahill and Wen Fong. James Elkins oﬀers an engaging and accessible survey of his personal
journey encountering and interpreting Chinese art through Western scholars' writings. He argues that the search for optimal
comparisons is itself a modern, Western interest, and that art history as a discipline is inherently Western in several identiﬁable
senses. Although he concentrates on art history in this book, and on Chinese painting in particular, these issues bear implications for
Sinology in general, and for wider questions about humanistic inquiry and historical writing. Jennifer Purtle's Foreword provides a
useful counterpoint from the perspective of a Chinese art specialist, anticipating and responding to other specialists’ likely reactions to
Elkins's hypotheses.
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Mediaeval Manichaean Book Art
A Codicological Study of Iranian and Turkic Illuminated
Book Fragments from 8th-11th Century East Central Asia
BRILL This volume is a pioneer study focused on a corpus of 89 fragments of exquisitely illuminated manuscripts that were produced
under the patronage of the Turkic-speaking Uygurs in the Turfan region of East Central Asia between the 8th and 11th centuries CE.
Through detailed analyses and interpretations aided by precise computer drawings, the author introduces an important group of
primary sources for future comparative research in Central Asian art, mediaeval book illumination, and Manichaean studies.

Prisoners of Shangri-La
Tibetan Buddhism and the West
University of Chicago Press To the Western imagination, Tibet evokes exoticism, mysticism, and wonder: a fabled land removed from
the grinding onslaught of modernity, spiritually endowed with all that the West has lost. Originally published in 1998, Prisoners of
Shangri-La provided the ﬁrst cultural history of the strange encounter between Tibetan Buddhism and the West. Donald Lopez reveals
here fanciful misconceptions of Tibetan life and religion. He examines, among much else, the politics of the term “Lamaism,” a
pejorative synonym for Tibetan Buddhism; the various theosophical, psychedelic, and New Age purposes served by the so-called
Tibetan Book of the Dead; and the unexpected history of the most famous of all Tibetan mantras, om mani padme hum. More than
pop-culture anomalies, these versions of Tibet are often embedded in scholarly sources, constituting an odd union of the popular and
the academic, of fancy and fact. Upon its original publication, Prisoners of Shangri-La sent shockwaves through the ﬁeld of Tibetan
studies—hailed as a timely, provocative, and courageous critique. Twenty years hence, the situation in Tibet has only grown more
troubled and complex—with the unrest of 2008, the demolition of the dwellings of thousands of monks and nuns at Larung Gar in
2016, and the scores of self-immolations committed by Tibetans to protest the Dalai Lama’s exile. In his new preface to this
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anniversary edition, Lopez returns to the metaphors of prison and paradise to illuminate the state of Tibetan Buddhism—both in exile
and in Tibet—as monks and nuns still seek to ﬁnd a way home. Prisoners of Shangri-La remains a timely and vital inquiry into Western
fantasies of Tibet.

Traveling Prehistoric Seas
Critical Thinking on Ancient Transoceanic Voyages
Routledge Until recently the theory that people could have traversed large expanses of ocean in prehistoric times was considered
pseudoscience. But recent discoveries in places as disparate as Australia, Labrador, Crete, California, and Chile open the possibility
that ancient oceans were highways, not barriers, and that ancient people possessed the means and motives to traverse them. In this
brief, thought-provoking, but controversial book Alice Kehoe considers the existing evidence in her reassessment of ancient sailing.
Her book-critically analyzes the growing body of evidence on prehistoric sailing to help scholars and students evaluate a highly
controversial hypothesis;-examines evidence from archaeology, anthropology, botany, art, mythology, linguistics, maritime
technology, architecture, paleopathology, and other disciplines;-presents her evidence in student-accessible language to allow
instructors to use this work for teaching critical thinking skills.

Ambassadors from the Island of Immortals
China-Japan Relations in the Han-Tang Period
University of Hawaii Press Using recent archaeological ﬁndings and little-known archival material, Wang Zhenping introduces readers
to the world of ancient Japan as it was evolving toward a centralized state. Competing Japanese tribal leaders engaged in
"ambassador diplomacy" and actively sought Chinese support and recognition to strengthen their positions at home and to exert
military inﬂuence on southern Korea. They requested, among other things, the bestowal of Chinese insignia: oﬃcial titles, gold seals,
and bronze mirrors. Successive Chinese courts used the bestowal (or denial) of the insignia to conduct geopolitics in East Asia. Wang
explains in detail the rigorous criteria of the Chinese and Japanese courts in the selection of diplomats and how the two prepared for
missions abroad. He journeys with a party of Japanese diplomats from their tearful farewell party to hardship on the high seas to their
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arrival amidst the splendors of Yangzhou and Changan and the Sui-Tang court. The depiction of these colorful events is combined with
a sophisticated analysis of premodern diplomacy using the key concept of mutual self-interest and a discussion of two major modes of
diplomatic communication: court reception and the exchange of state letters. Wang reveals how the parties involved conveyed
diplomatic messages by making, accepting, or rejecting court ceremonial arrangements. Challenging the traditional view of China’s
tributary system, he argues that it was not a unilateral tool of hegemony but rather a game of interest and power in which multiple
partners modiﬁed the rules depending on changing historical circumstances.

Children in Chinese Art
University of Hawaii Press Depictions of children have had a prominent place in Chinese art since the Song period (960-1279). Yet one
would be hard pressed to ﬁnd any signiﬁcant discussion of children in art in the historical documents of imperial China or
contemporary scholarship on Chinese art. Children in Chinese Art brings to the forefront themes and motifs that have crossed social
boundaries for centuries but have been overlooked in scholarly treatises. In this volume, experts in the ﬁelds of art, religion, literature,
and history introduce and elucidate many of the issues surrounding child imagery in China, including its use for didactic reinforcement
of social values as well as the amuletic function of these works. The introduction provides a thought-provoking overview of the history
of depictions of children, exploring both stylistic development and the emergence of speciﬁc themes. In an insightful essay, China
specialists combine expertise in literature and painting to propose that the focus on children in both genres during the Song is an
indication of a truly humane society. Skillful use of visual and textual sources from the Ming (1368-1644) and Qing (1644-1911) period
explains children's games and the meaning of depictions of boys at play. Gender issues are examined in an intriguing look at mothers
and children in woodblock illustrations to Ming versions of the classical text Lie ni juan. Depictions of the childhood of saints and sages
from murals and commemorative tablets in ancient temples are considered. The volume concludes with two highly original essays on
child protectors and destroyers in Chinese folk religion and family portraits and their scarcity in China before the nineteenth century.
Contributors: Ellen B. Avril, Catherine Barnhart, Richard Barnhart, Terese Tse Bartholomew, Julia K. Murray, Ann Waltner, Ann Barrott
Wicks.

Asian Art History in the Twenty-ﬁrst Century
Clark Art Institute This text explores the ﬁeld of Asian art and its historiography, tensions, and possible future directions. It features
essays by 14 leading authors specializing in Chinese, East Asian, Indian and Japanese art history, and considers what is meant by
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'Asian art' and how it should be understood in relation to geopolitics.

Donors of Longmen
Faith, Politics, and Patronage in Medieval Chinese
Buddhist Sculpture
University of Hawaii Press Donors of Longmen is the ﬁrst work in a Western language to re-create the history of the Longmen
Grottoes, one of China’s great stone sculpture treasure houses. Longmen, a UNESCO World Heritage site located near the old capital
of Luoyang in modern Henan Province, consists of thousands of ancient cave chapels and shrines containing Buddhist icons of all sizes
that were carved into the towering limestone cliﬀs from the ﬁfth to the eighth centuries. Beyond its superb sculpture, Longmen also
preserves thousands of engraved dedicatory inscriptions by its donors, who included emperors and empresses, aristocrats, court
eunuchs, artisans, monks, nuns, lay societies, female palace oﬃcials, male civil and military oﬃcials, and ordinary lay believers. Based
on wide reading of both Asian and Western-language scholarship and careful analysis of the architecture, epigraphy, and iconography
of the site, Amy McNair provides a rich and detailed examination of the dynamics of faith, politics, and money at Longmen, beginning
with the inception of the site at Guyang Grotto in 493 and concluding with the last major dated project, the forty-eight Amitabhas
added to the Great Vairocana Image Shrine in 730. Through her sensitive and well-informed exploration of Longmen’s huge repository
of remarkable early sculpture, McNair gives voice to a wide array of medieval believers, many of them traditionally excluded from
history. Hers will be the deﬁnitive work on Longmen for years to come.

Discoveries: Search for Ancient China
Harry N Abrams Incorporated Covers the history of archaeology in China discussing many of the explorers who have uncovered longburied secrets and treasures.
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A World Art History and Its Objects
Penn State Press Is writing a world art history possible? Does the history of art as such even exist outside the Western tradition? Is it
possible to consider the history of art in a way that is not fundamentally Eurocentric? In this highly readable and provocative book,
David Carrier, a philosopher and art historian, does not attempt to write a world art history himself. Rather, he asks the question of
how an art history of all cultures could be written—or whether it is even possible to do so. He also engages the political and moral
issues raised by the idea of a multicultural art history. Focusing on a consideration of intersecting artistic traditions, Carrier negotiates
the way meaning and understanding shift or are altered when a visual object from one culture, for example, is inserted into the visual
tradition of another culture. A World Art History and Its Objects proposes the use of temporal narrative as a way to begin to
understand a multicultural art history.

Chinese Architecture in an Age of Turmoil, 200-600
University of Hawaii Press Between the fall of the Han dynasty in 220 CE and the year 600, more than thirty dynasties, kingdoms, and
states rose and fell on the eastern side of the Asian continent. The founders and rulers of those polities represented the spectrum of
peoples in North, East, and Central Asia. Nearly all of them built palaces, altars, temples, tombs, and cities, and almost without
exception, the architecture was grounded in the building tradition of China. Illustrated with more than 475 color and black-and-white
photographs, maps, and drawings, Chinese Architecture in an Age of Turmoil uses all available evidence—Chinese texts, secondary
literature in six languages, excavation reports, and most important, physical remains—to present the architectural history of this
tumultuous period in China’s history. Its author, Nancy Shatzman Steinhardt, arguably North America’s leading scholar of premodern
Chinese architecture, has done ﬁeld research at nearly every site mentioned, many of which were unknown twenty years ago and
have never been described in a Western language. The physical remains are a handful of pagodas, dozens of cave-temples, thousands
of tombs, small-scale evidence of architecture such as sarcophaguses, and countless representations of buildings in paint and relief
sculpture. Together they narrate an expansive architectural history that oﬀers the ﬁrst in-depth study of the development, century-bycentury, of Chinese architecture of third through the sixth centuries, plus a view of important buildings from the two hundred years
before the third century and the resolution of architecture of this period in later construction. The subtext of this history is an
examination of Chinese architecture that answers fundamental questions such as: What was achieved by a building system of
standardized components? Why has this building tradition of perishable materials endured so long in China? Why did it have so much
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appeal to non-Chinese empire builders? Does contemporary architecture of Korea and Japan enhance our understanding of Chinese
construction? How much of a role did Buddhism play in construction during the period under study? In answering these questions, the
book focuses on the relation between cities and monuments and their heroic or powerful patrons, among them Cao Cao, Shi Hu,
Empress Dowager Hu, Gao Huan, and lesser-known individuals. Speciﬁc and uniquely Chinese aspects of architecture are explained.
The relevance of sweeping—and sometimes uncomfortable—concepts relevant to the Chinese architectural tradition such as
colonialism, diﬀusionism, and the role of historical memory also resonate though the book.

Discovering Chinese Painting
Dialogues with Art Historians
Kendall Hunt Publishing Company

Key Art Terms for Beginners
An introduction to the key words used in discussing art and works of art. Deﬁnes the terminology of eras, styles, mediums and
materials, and criticism.

Ancient and Classic Art of China
Edwin Mellen Press This study discusses ancient and classic Chinese art in interdisciplinary perspective, from the pre-historical age to
the end of the Tang dynasty, including historical, cultural, philosophical, and political facts and how they impacted development. Also
includes biographies of the artists, critics and scholars. It is richly illustrated with 40 full-color plates, in 8-1/2 X 11 format, the majority
of these plates introduced for the ﬁrst time to Western readers.

Guide to the Literature of Art History 2
ALA Editions "This bibliography supplements the greatest of modern art bibliographies, Etta Arntzen and Robert Rainwater's Guide to
the literature of art history (ALA, 1980)"--Preface.
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Azaleas and Golden Bells
Korean Art in the Collection of the Portland Art Museum
and in Portland Private Collections
The Alternate Nation of Abanindranath Tagore
SAGE Publications India The Alternate Nation of Abanindranath Tagore provides a revisionary critique of the art of Abanindranath
Tagore, the founder of a 'national' school of Indian painting, popularly known as the Bengal School of Art. It categorically argues that
the art of Abanindranath, which developed as part of what has been called the Bengal Renaissance in the 19th–20th centuries, was
not merely a normalization of nationalist or orientalist principles, but was a hermeneutic negotiation between modernity and
community, geared toward the fashioning of an alternate nation, resistant to the stereotyping identity formation of the nation-state. It
also establishes that his art—embedded in communitarian practices like kirtan, alpona, pet-naming, syncretism and storytelling
through oral allegories—sought a dialogic social identity within the inter-subjective contexts of locality, regionality, nationality and
trans-nationality. This book is well-illustrated with many of Abanindranath's creations. It will be a rich reference work for students,
researchers and academics from various subject areas such as arts and humanities, sociology and cultural studies, and would be
precious for artists, art collectors, connoisseurs, museums and art galleries.

Public Library Catalog
The Cumulative Book Index
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Public Library Catalog
Guide to Reference Books and Adult Nonﬁction
Hw Wilson Company In librarian's oﬃce.

Cumulative Book Index
A world list of books in the English language.

Crosscurrents
Harry N Abrams Incorporated This catalogue explores New York's superlative private collections of Japanese, Chinese and Korean art
through a broad and diverse selection of paintings, calligraphy, sculpture, ceramics, and lacquerware that reﬂect the highest
achievements of the classical traditions of East Asian culture. Leading authorities of Asian art discuss the objects within the dynamic
context of East Asia as an enduring cultural sphere, oﬀering an expanded view of the art of this region as it traversed national
boundaries, transforming and being transformed in the process.

Encyclopedia of World Trade
From Ancient Times to the Present
An alphabetically arranged encyclopedia designed as a reference tool for those wishing to learn about trade in history and its impact
on social and political issues in given periods. Treating the subject across time, from the ancient world to the present, the 450 topical,
biographical, and broad-issue essays cover a variety of topics, from speciﬁc countries, regions, and continents to trade organizations,
such as the Hanseatic League and World Trade Organization, to biographical entries for those who have inﬂuenced world commerce,
such as Christopher Columbus and Peter the Great.
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Japan
A Concise History
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Publishers The emergence of Japan as a political and economic global power has been one of the most
remarkable success stories of modern history. Though small in geographic area, the archipelago is the tenth most populous country,
with 128 million inhabitants crowded into an area the size of Montana. Its natural resources are almost nonexistent, yet today it ranks
only second after the much larger United States as the most aﬄuent and economically productive nation in the world. Its rich cultural
heritage and high-tech society are equally vibrant. For all readers wanting to better understand this dynamic country, this popular and
accessible introduction oﬀers an authoritative yet concise overview of two thousand years of Japanese history. Now fully updated to
the present, this edition also includes an array of photographs and illustrations. The ﬁrst half of the book explores the pre-Meiji era up
to 1868. The second half traces domestic changes and relevant foreign issues in the modernizing era launched by the Meiji
Restoration. Highlighting key historical events, Milton W. Meyer also includes cultural, artistic, and religious milestones. Summaries
and datelines at the end of each chapter, as well as a glossary, oﬀer additional essential reference points. With its clear explanations
of Japanese traditions, religion, history, economics, politics, and relations with the West, this book provides an invaluable guide for
understanding contemporary Japan.
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